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The Burroughs B 2500 and B 3500 offer you the tools
with which to serve your company more effectively
than ever before:
very fast hardware speeds;
up to 20 self-regulating I/O operations concurrent
with processing;
I multiprocessing capabilities that allow handling of
a mix of jobs simultaneously;
a choice of two operating systems that are of direct
help in managing the computer's workload;
a combination of generator,
assembler, and higher-level
programing languages that
s eed programing;
hardware and software features which yield extremely
effective time sharing, data
communications, and real time
capabilities.
These and many other aspects
of the new Burroughs computer systems make them exceptionally free of the typical
problems of computer mana ement:
Far less time is required to
plan for the computer's most
effective utilization, since an
operating system is available
which allows the computer to
monitor and optimize its own
operations.
Long term changes in workload are easily accommodated
because the multiprocessing
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capabilities of the systems allow new work to be added
to configurations which- by "one job at a time"
standards - seem fully loaded. Furthermore, if a configuration becomes fully loaded with multiprocessed
work and a larger configuration is required, the operating system will automatically adjust user programs
to take full advantage of new I/O or memory capacity.
ISudden changes in workload or priority are less
troublesome because of the dynamic nature of the new
system's multiprocessing- operation.
Jobs may be added
to the current in-process mix.
or priorities of jobs in themay be changed, at any time.
IThe use of higher level languages, the decimal orientation of the systems, and the
simplicity of use resulting from
seH-regulation mean you can
get jobs programed and on the
air quickly. Automatic librarv
maintenance eliminates thk
problem of keeping track of,
and retrieving, programs and
data. Automatic logging routines keep track of I/O and
processor time used by each
program.
The simplicity with which the
B 2500 and B 3500 may be
managed allows you to concentrate on managing people
and on responding effectively
and quickly to your company's
constantly changing pattern of
information needs.
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As a result, you have a degree of control over the entire
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project, and over progress of individual programing
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I f you are a
Computer Programmer
Both the design of the hardware and the nature of the
software of the Burroughs B 2500 and B 3500 allow
you to spend more time concentrating on the problems
you are solving, with less time devoted to machine
considerations.
These two new Burroughs computer systems are simple
to understand and work with because they are decimal
machines. Yet they have operating speeds faster than
comparably priced binary address computers. The
command set is simple but powerful. With one i n s t r u ~
tion you can MOVE from one digit to 20,000 bytes or ENTER or EXIT from subroutines, including alI
detail housekeeping and pemittiig stack operations
and recursive entry.
Two Report Program Generators allow quick programing of simple routines. Two Assembly Language progaming systems are offered with a powerful list of
macro instructions. And both COBOL and FORTRAN
are available, offering proven value in speeding the
preparation of programs. They provide standardized
documentati~nthat makes program maintenance and
change much easier. And wlth the B 2500 and B 35W,
they yield object programs equal to above avemge
machine language coding.
Pragrm generators are a h provided for your use m
solving sodinerge and media conversion problems.
With them, you a n q&cBIy and simply generate as
many or as few ntiEity p r q p m s as you reqaire, each
tailored to the
&b.

performs all of the following functions (and more)
automatically:
1 program and data library maintenance
Imemory and I/O allocation
I program scheduliig and multiprocessing control
I program loading
I f 0 initiation
Iblocking and unblocking of either fixed or variable
length records
Ierror handling and recovery
Ioverlay of program segments
rescheduling and adjustment of program mix and
memory allocation to allow non-stop multiproc~ssing
despite changes in priority or job mix
adjustment of programs to make tqtimum use of
many changes in hardware configuration
Ilog preparation, including distribution of I/O and
rocessor time to mu1,tiprocessed jobs
dkgt~osticsand testing
communication of instructions to operator
The generators, assemblers, higher-level languages,
operating systems, and powerful responsiveness of the
hardware to your instructions, all combine to make
you more responsive to the challenges of your work.
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